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Caroline Palomeque
Caroline joined WallachBeth in July 2015 as a Biotech Analyst. Most recently, she served as a
Consultant for the biotech team at Oppenheimer &Co. Previously, she was an Associate Analyst
covering biotechs at JMP Securities since 2012. Before that, she was a Senior Consultant on the
Healthcare team at Investment Technology Group. Preceding this, Caroline worked on the
biotech team in the Global Investment Research division at Goldman Sachs. She began as a
research associate covering the biotech sector at Natexis Bleichroeder.
Prior to Wall Street, she was a Research Coordinator at the Mount Sinai School of Medicine
where she conducted scientific research in molecular epidemiology and biomarkers in cancer.
Caroline has co-authored several publications in peer-reviewed scientific journals. She holds a
B.S. in Neuroscience from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and an MBA in Finance
from the Fordham Graduate School of Business. She is a member of the New York Society of
Security Analysts.
Brian Jeep
Brian joined WallachBeth in April 2014 as lead Pharmaceutical Analyst. He has worked in or
covered the pharmaceutical industry since 2001 and began his research career in 2008 at Sidoti
& Company as a small-cap Healthcare Analyst covering Pharmaceuticals, Drug Delivery, and
Diagnostics. Brian joined Wells Fargo Securities in 2010 where he covered Specialty, Generic,
and Major Pharmaceuticals as Vice President, Pharmaceuticals Equity Research.
Prior to entering the field of Equity Research, Brian worked seven years as a Chemist and in
several operational roles at GlaxoSmithKline. He holds an MBA with a concentration in
Investments, Corporate Finance, and Accounting from Washington University's John M. Olin
School of Business and a BS in Biology from Rockhurst University.
About WallachBeth Capital LLC
WallachBeth Capital is a leading provider of institutional execution services, offering its clients a
full spectrum of solutions to help them navigate increasingly complex markets. The firm’s
expertise includes ETF and equity trading, derivatives, CEFs, fixed income, healthcare research
and capital markets. Operating on a fully disclosed, agency-only basis, the firm is committed to
facilitating all client needs with transparency and integrity. The firm’s website is located at
www.wallachbeth.com.

